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entrance hall 

gather, connect 
& exchange

Page 2-3:
LINX service desks
TIVOLI rotating display
MOLECULE modular seating with power and table tops
PODS modular seating with power
SM4-2 adjustable-height tables
KICCA bar stools

Today’s ever-changing technology impacts the way instructors teach, 
students learn and how educational environments are designed.

It is important for educational spaces to support diverse teaching 
methods, incorporate new technologies and engage students 

effectively through their various learning preferences. 
Every space can be a learning space.

From the moment you step into the entrance hall, students and 
faculty alike can meet, gather knowledge, connect with one 

another, share and exchange information as they please.

Let Palmieri be your tour guide through various types of learning 
spaces and concepts that will enhance your educational 

environments and enrich the learning experience for students, 
teachers and faculty. 
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reception 

meet, encounter & share

54

Page 4-5:
PODS modular seating with power
SM1-1 & SM1-3 side tables
BLOOM soft seating 
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hallway Page 6-8:
PODS modular seating with power

7

quick stop, gather & interact

8

PODS by Dre
A collection of modular 

seating designed to expand the 
functionality of any lounge area. 

It welcomes rest and work, 
quiet times and conversations, 

comfort and style while keeping 
the power of connectivity 

within arm's reach. 
It is suitable for a variety of 

spaces and can be shaped in 
multiple configurations.

Check into your Pod, connect 
with others and experience

a stylish power seat!

Lounge configurations:

a)

b)

c)

d)

Lounge configurations with 
back rest:
a)

b)

c)

d)
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in-between

Hallways, entrances and reception areas have become multi-purpose workspaces. These areas 
are used by both the student body and faculty for a quick stop to pause, to gather around 

and interact with each other.

Maximizing the use of your school real estate is the key in today’s educational spaces. 

Placing the proper materials, tools, technology and furniture in these halls and 
in-between spaces encourages students to continue their study, learning process and makes 

them comfortable to seek and obtain knowledge from their peers 
and in all areas of the school.

Learning happens anywhere; before, during and after the classroom. 

pause, study & reflect

9

Page 9:
BLOOM soft seating

KREATIONS TRIO-SQUARED tables
DURECON WOOD shelving
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elementary 
classroom

create, work 
& play

Create a place where today’s learners can study, work, play and 
rest at the same time. While teachers take on an active role to 

inspire, guide, help their students unlock their full potential and 
achieve a bright future.

1110

Page 10-11:
BLOOM soft seating
PODS cube seating

BOA chairs 
DURECON WOOD A-Frame shelving

ONGO KIT active stools
KREATIONS QUAD-LINK, TRAPEZOIDAL 

& SQUARE tables
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classroom
floor plantutorial room

These formal learning spaces must promote individual and group 
learning styles for all students; through the use of fundamental 

school supplies, digital technologies, modular and power-integrated 
furniture. 

13

Page 13-14:
FAST chairs, BLOOM and PODS modular seating with power

KREATIONS TRIO-ROUND & TRIO-LINK tables
TEAM tables with wire management

DURECON WOOD shelving
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educate, edify & mentor

15

Page 12 & 15:
ONGO & ONGO KIT active stools
BLOOM soft seating
KREATIONS TRIO-ROUND & SQUARE tables
DURECON WOOD shelving
DURECON METAL shelving
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secondary 
classroom

lecture, inspire, & engage

Today’s elementary and high school classrooms are designed to 
be more interactive and flexible. They must support the transitions 

between multiple teaching modes: from lectures, to group 
workshops, to tests/examinations, debates and discussions--while 

keeping the students engaged throughout the entire lesson.

16 17

Page 16-17:
KICCA bar stools
KREATIONS RECTANGLE tables with slim profile LED 
lights, built-in power/USB outlets and wire management
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lobby

inform, work & wait

Page 18-20:
BLOOM soft seating
MOLECULE modular seating

20

BLOOM
Made out of 3 simple elements: 
one round, one moon & one 

2-person soft seating.   
It is designed for a variety of 

applications and can be 
rearranged into multiple 

formations.

Group them into a 
Serpentine formation, into a 

Smile or BLOOM into a Flower! 

Three elements with unlimited 
possibilities!

For a full list of MOLECULE 
configurations, see page 66.

Serpentine arrangements:
a)

Smile arrangements:
c)

 

Flower arrangements:
e)

b)

d)

 

f)
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“A modern student’s life is, in many ways dictated and organized by their digital life: 
online, there are secret spaces to watch and observe; 

group areas to socialize and collaborate; 
publishing spaces to share and express; 

performance areas to play and experiment; 
participation spaces to work with others toward a common goal; 

data spaces to research and study; 
and “watching” spaces to absorb and reflect.” 

– K-12 Blueprint

An educational space must reflect a student’s life, interests, and abilities. 
In turn, spaces that meet all of their learning needs, methods and support 

their activities may help produce greater academic achievements 
and higher grades.

21
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resource center

read, 
discover 
& study

2322

Page 22-23:
DURECON WOOD shelving
TREK A-Frame & curved shelving
PODS modular seating with power
KICCA chairs
SM1-1, SM1-3 side tables and SM5-2 short media centers
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elementary 
library

explore, express 
& apply

2524

Page 24-25:
DURECON WOOD flat and curved mobile shelving
SOLO tables
SHORE mobile display unit
BLOOM soft seating
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school library
floor planschool library

School libraries have become another venue for students to do 
research, review their lessons, work on their group projects and 
exercise what they’ve learned. Also, teachers learned to utilize 

the library as an extension of their classroom to change their work 
setting once in a while and break the mundane lesson plans and 

activities. As a result, the students become more engaged and 
stimulated in a new class environment.

28

Page 27-28:
DURECON WOOD shelving

MOLECULE modular seating with power and table tops
NAVIGATE 4700 adjustable-height service desk

KREATIONS TRIO-SQUARED & RECTANGLE tables
UNO shelving

ONGO active stools
SIXTY chairs
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search, review & execute

29

Page 26 & 29:
TERMINAL 2

SNOW chairs
DURECON WOOD shelving

KREATIONS TRAPEZOIDAL & ROUND tables
MOLECULE modular seating with power and table tops
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secondary 
library

come together, 
research & investigate

Today’s libraries are more than houses for books, they have evolved 
into central hubs of new and traditional knowledge resources and 

latest technologies.

30 31

Page 30-31:
DURECON WOOD shelving

TERMINAL 1 
PODS modular seating with power

MOLECULE modular & BLOOM soft seating
SM3-04 lounge tables

SM5 media center with built-in data-transfer, 
toggle system and wire management
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study, learn & work
32

Page 32 & 37:
DURECON WOOD curved shelving
TREK shelving with end panels & 
canopy tops
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public library 
floor plan

Public libraries, like school libraries, have become more than a place where you read and store 
books. It is a multi-dimensional space that supports individual zones for private, enclosed work 
areas, group zones for collaborative studies and both long and short-term use for different user 

postures. It caters to various learning, studying behaviors and work methods that requires 
furniture that is flexible, able to meet collaborative, private and ergonomic needs.   

35 36

Page 33-34:
TREK curved shelving
FLEX 4-person workstations
SM5-2 short media centers
PODS cube seating 
KICCA chairs
SM1-3 tables

Page 35-36:
TREK shelving

PODS cube seating 
SM1-3 tables

ADDISON displays
AMERICA soft seating

WAVE III carrels
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public
library

37
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elementary study 

think, say & do

3938

Page 38-39:
WAVE III carrels
BLOOM soft seating
BALLOON chairs
KREATIONS QUAD-LINK & RECTANGLE tables
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secondary study

concentrate, analyze 
& apply 

4140

Page 40-41:
BLOOM, AMERICA soft seating & FAST chairs

KREATIONS QUAD-LINK & RECTANGLE tables
SM5 media center with built-in data-transfer,  

toggle system and wire management
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study
floor plan

ponder, 
examine 
& practice

Study rooms are great informal spaces where students can ponder 
about, examine and practice what they’ve learned. These rooms 

can host both individual and group assignments and activities. 
Teachers may also use these spaces for better class participation, 

individual mentorship and group assessment.  

42 44

study commons

Page 43-44:
INFO KIOSK whiteboard

WAVE III carrels
FAST chairs

AMERICA soft seating
KREATIONS TRIO-ROUND & TRIO-LINK tables

Custom TERMINAL 2
ONGO active stools
CELORON displays

MOLECULE modular seating with power and table tops
KREATIONS QUAD-LINK & RECTANGLE tables
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Page 42 & 45:
WAVE III carrels
DURECON METAL shelving
FAST chairs
KREATIONS QUAD-LINK & RECTANGLE tables
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group hubs

team up & collaborate  
Group hubs encourage the student body to maximize the use of 
their school facility to work on their craft and improve their team-

building skills. Today’s employers require individuals with great skill 
sets which include: teamwork, creative problem solving, critical 

thinking and collaboration. 

4746

Page 46-47:
KICCA chairs

Modified AMERICA soft seating
Modified KREATIONS RECTANGLE tables

as media centers with built-in data-transfer, 
toggle system and wire management
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AV room

present, discuss & 
review

Audio Visuals

With today’s tech-driven educational system, it is vital for learning 
spaces to provide the customizable AV rooms that conduct student-
teacher digital presentations and discussions. Furniture with built-in 

power outlets and digital data-sharing toggle systems 
cultivates an interactive way of learning.

48 49

Page 48-49:
Modified SM5-2 short media centers with built-in 

data-transfer, toggle system and wire management
SOLO puzzle tables
PODS cube seating

FAST chairs
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lounge

join, relax & mingle 

Lounge areas allows both students and teachers to mingle and join 
conversations that build the school community and its relationships. 

Socializing is another way to learn from their peers and develop 
their communication skills. 

Lounge spaces must have soft, light-weight, modular and power-
ready seating that can accommodate to both short and long-term 

usage and ergonomic postures. This can also serve as a 
multi-purpose lounge where the students and faculty can have their 

casual meetings.

50 51

Page 50-51:
PODS modular seating with power
SM1-1 side tables, SM2-2 & SM4-2 adjustable-height tables
ONGO active stools
WAVE III carrels
KICCA bar stools
SM5-2 short media center
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s.t.e.a.m. 
rooms

discover, innovate 
& evaluate

science. tech. engineering. arts & math

S.T.E.A.M. rooms provide students and teachers a functional space 
to work on technical subjects like Science, Tech, Engineering, Arts & 

Math. These spaces allow one to harness their computing, 
innovative, evaluating skills and artistic abilities. 

This type of space must have the adaptability to transition 
from formal to informal teaching and learning methods and back 
again. Soft and mobile seating with casters can provide a healthy 

studying posture and movement for both short and long-term use. 
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Page 52-53:
NAVIGATE 4200 service desks
SM4-2 adjustable-height and SM3-04 lounge tables
PENNY soft seating
ONGO active stools
KREATIONS ROUND & RECTANGLE tables
WAVE III carrels
PODS modular seating
FLEX 6-person workstations
TREK A-Frame shelving
FAST chairs & KICCA swivel chairs
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meet-ups

communicate, brain-storm & 
generate

Whether a learner wants to sit or stand, height-adjustable tables are 
great work surfaces to hold a quick meeting or huddle. This helps 

promote movement and encourages physical well-being while 
improving communication and brain-storming skills.  

54 55

Page 54-55:
SM4-2 adjustable-height tables

PENNY soft seating
NAVIGATE 4200 service desks

KREATIONS RECTANGLE & ROUND tables
PODS modular seating

FLEX 6-person workstations
TREK A-Frame shelving

ONGO active stools
FAST chairs & KICCA swivel chairs
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sit-downs

collect, collaborate & create

56 57

Page 56-57:
FLEX 6-person workstations
TREK A-Frame shelving
FAST chairs & KICCA swivel chairs
KREATIONS RECTANGLE tables
NAVIGATE 4200 service desks
PODS modular seating & PENNY soft seating
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media lab

access, transfer & produce

Transforming computer labs into robust media labs has been the 
trend in these type of environments today. A media lab houses 
advance computer workstations with the latest software and 

printing devices that students and instructors are given access to. 

These labs must provide ample workspaces and furniture for both 
individual tasks and group work that require power, data-transfer 
and wire management. Providing adequate furniture solutions for 

students to spread their books, laptop and connect their smart 
devices while they work is very important in their ongoing 

learning process.

58 59

Page 58-59:
KREATIONS TRAPEZOIDAL & RECTANGLE tables
ONGO active stools
LAGOON tables
KICCA swivel chairs
TEAM support cabinets
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café

dine-in, gather together 
& connect

Cafés or cafeterias are more than just dining spaces, it’s a mix of 
loud, public and somewhat private and quiet space for students, 

faculty and guests to socialize in. These spaces provide a very 
dynamic environment where everyone can gather and connect 
with one another. Using proper, ergonomic furniture and layout 

nurtures the community interaction.  

60 61

Page 60-61:
KREATIONS ROUND, RECTANGLE & SQUARE tables

SNOW chairs
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faculty & guest 
room

assess, reflect & relax 

Faculty and guest rooms are sometimes neglected due to limited 
funding and space availability. Today's research and studies show, 

great work environments positively impact and increases employees’ 
productivity. So educational spaces must ensure to include and 
design areas where the faculty, staff and guests can just relax, 
connect with their peers, mentor each other and some of their 

students outside the classroom. Sit & stand tables, soft, powered 
seating and side tables help foster these types of interactions.  

62 63

Page 62-63:
SM4-2 adjustable-height tables
KICCA bar stools
PODS modular seating with power
SM3-04 lounge tables with power
AMERICA soft seating
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corridor

get together, socialize 
& share 

At the end of the day, as the students and faculty are on their way 
out, the corridor is a simple area used for one last get together, to 

socialize and share what they have learned that day! 

64 65

Page 64-66:
MOLECULE modular seating with table tops

CELORON display

MOLECULE
An assortment of interchangeable 

soft seating components. It is 
designed and fitted for a variety of 

spaces, applications and 
can be assembled into multiple 

configurations. 

Brings you the comfort of your 
living room into a collaborative and 

dynamic space! 

Combining comfort with 
endless configurations!

Selected Molecule components:
a)

c)

Selected configurations:
a)

c)

b)

c)

b)

d)

66
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Educational spaces are effective when it helps educators capture their student’s 
interest, learning preferences and achieve their full potential. 

Create learning spaces that are: 
- Formal and Informal: For both traditional and modern ways of teaching and learning 
- Private and Public: For individual tasks and group work assignments
- Adaptable: Configurable according to various teaching methods and learning styles
- Resourceful: Quality furniture solutions integrated with the latest technology
- Stimulating: Engages all types of learners, igniting creativity, inquiry and exploration
- Safe: Promotes overall physical well-being and healthy movement for everyone
- Social: Supports interaction and collaboration throughout the whole community

Design your educational environments with these qualities in mind and enrich the learning 
experience for everyone.

Enhance your space with Palmieri’s furniture solutions today and tomorrow!

67

Page 67:
MOLECULE modular seating with table top
DURECON WOOD shelving 
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42

6 9

11

14

1512

17

Seating:
- Molecule modular seating with power and 
table tops
- Pods modular SF combination benches, 
double bench and short corner with power
- Kicca bar stools

Tables/Desks:
- SM4-2 adjustable-height tables
- Custom Linx service desks 

Display:
- Tivoli rotating display

Seating:
- Pods modular SF combination bench, long 
corner, 3-seater and 
2-seaters with power
- Bloom round soft seating

Tables:
- SM1-1 & SM1-3 offset and double column side 
tables

Seating:
- Pods modular SF single, double and triple 
benches with power
- Pods modular short & long corners with 
power and cubes

Seating:
- Bloom 2-seaters and round soft seating

Tables:
- Kreations Trio-Squared tables

Shelving:
- Durecon Wood SF flat and slotted shelving 

Seating:
- Bloom 2-seaters and round soft seating
- Boa chairs, Pods modular cubes
- Ongo Kit active stools

Tables/Shelving:
- Kreations Trapezoidal tables 
- Kreations Square tables
- Kreations Quad-Link tables
- Durecon Wood SF A-Frame shelving 

Seating:
- Ongo & Ongo Kit active stools
- Bloom 2-seaters, moon and round soft seating

Tables:
- Kreations Trio-Round & Square tables

Displays/Browsers/Shelving:
- Picture Book, Kinder Box & Children's AV 
browsers
- Durecon Wood SF magazine and picture 
book shelving
- Durecon Metal DF low back and flat shelving 
with sloped tops

Seating:
- Kicca bar stools

Tables:
- Kreations Rectange tables with slim profile 
LED lights, built-in power/USB outlets and wire 
management

Seating:
- Fast chairs 
- Pods modular 3-seaters & 1-seaters
- Bloom 2-seaters, moon and round soft seating

Tables:
- Kreations Trio-Round & Trio-Link tables
- Team tables with wire management

Shelving/Miscellaneous:
- Durecon Wood SF & DF magazine shelving 
with laminate tops

PRODUCT INDEX & NOTES
These educational spaces may cater to the following teaching and learning modes:
  Individual - reflection and study time or tests and exams

  One on One - tutorial, mentorship: teacher to student or student to student

  
  Small Group - 1 instructor to 4-12 students ratio; group projects and assignments

  Large Group - 1 instructor (plus 1 teacher's aid, if needed) to 13+ students ratio for team discussions 
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18 22

24

28

2926

31

32 37

Seating:
- Bloom 2-seaters, moon and round soft seating
- Molecule modular seating

Seating:
- Pods modular combination, long corner 
benches with power and cubes
- Kicca chairs

Tables:
- SM5-2 short media centers
- SM1-1 and SM1-3 side tables

Shelving:
- Trek DF A-Frame & curved shelving
- Durecon Wood SF flat shelving

Seating:
- Bloom 2-seaters, moon and round soft seating

Tables:
- Solo corner tables

Shelving:
- Durecon Wood SF flat & DFmobile curved 
shelving

Display:
- Shore mobile display unit

Seating:
- Snow chairs
- Molecule modular seating with power and 
table tops

Tables:
- Kreations Trapezoidal & Round tables

Shelving/Terminals:
- Durecon Wood DF flat shelving with slotwall 
end panels
- Terminal 2

Seating:
- Ongo active stools, Sixty chairs
- Molecule modular seating with power and 
table tops

Tables/Desks:
- Kreations Trio-Squared & Rectangle tables
- Navigate 4700 adjustable-height service desk

Shelving:
- Durecon Wood SF & DF and Uno shelving

Seating:
- Bloom round soft & Molecule modular seating 
- Pods modular 3-seaters and triple benches 
with power

Tables:
- SM5 media center with built-in data-transfer, 
toggle system and wire management
- SM3-04 lounge tables

Shelving/Terminals:
- Durecon Wood DF flat shelving with slotwall 
end panels & Terminal 1

Shelving:
- Trek DF with end panels and canopy tops
- Durecon Wood DF curved shelving

All modalities for Pages 32-37 >

33 36

Seating:
- Pods cubes, Kicca chairs 
- America 1-seaters & corners  

Tables/Carrels:
- Flex 4-person stations
- SM5-2 short media centers
- SM1-3 tables & Wave III carrels

Shelving/Displays:
- Trek DF flat & curved shelving 
- Addison display units

PRODUCT INDEX & NOTES
These educational spaces may cater to the following teaching and learning modes:
  Individual - reflection and study time or tests and exams

  One on One - tutorial, mentorship: teacher to student or student to student

  
  Small Group - 1 instructor to 4-12 students ratio; group projects and assignments

  Large Group - 1 instructor (plus 1 teacher's aid, if needed) to 13+ students ratio for team discussions 
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38 49

4542 43

4740
Seating:
- Bloom 2-seaters and round soft seating
- Balloon chairs

Tables/Carrels:
- Kreations Quad-Link & Rectangle tables
- Wave III carrels

Seating:
- Pods modular cubes 
- Fast chairs

Tables:
- SM5-2 short media centers with built-in data-
transfer, toggle system
and wire management
- Solo puzzle tables

Seating:
- Fast chairs

Tables/Carrels:
- Kreations Quad-Link & Rectangle tables
- Wave III carrels

Shelving:
- Durecon Metal SF flat shelving

Seating:
- Fast chairs, Ongo active stools, Molecule 
modular seating with power and table tops & 
America 1-seaters and corner soft seating

Tables/Carrels:
- Kreations Quad-Link, Trio-Link, Trio-Round 
and Rectangle tables & Wave III carrels

Displays/Terminals:
- Info Kiosk Whiteboard & Celoron display units
- Custom Terminal 2 

Seating:
- Kicca sled base chairs
- Modified America 2-seaters soft seating

Tables:
- Modified SM5-2 short media centers with built-
in data-transfer, toggle system
and wire management
- Kreations Square tables

Seating:
- Bloom 2-seaters and round soft seating 
- Fast chairs 

Tables:
- Kreations Quad-Link & Rectangle tables
- SM5 media center with built-in data-transfer, 
toggle system and wire management

PRODUCT INDEX & NOTES
These educational spaces may cater to the following teaching and learning modes:
  Individual - reflection and study time or tests and exams

  One on One - tutorial, mentorship: teacher to student or student to student

  
  Small Group - 1 instructor to 4-12 students ratio; group projects and assignments

  Large Group - 1 instructor (plus 1 teacher's aid, if needed) to 13+ students ratio for team discussions 

51
Seating:
- Ongo active stools 
- Kicca chairs and bar stools 
- Pods modular combination, SF Double, DF 
Double benches with power 
and cubes

Tables/Carrels:
- SM5 short media center
- SM1-1 side tables, SM2-2 & SM4-2 adjustable-
height tables
- Wave III carrels

Seating:
- Fast chairs, Kicca swivel chairs, Ongo active 
stools, Penny 1-seaters & Pods 3-seaters 

Tables/Desks:
- Kreations Round and Rectangle tables
- Navigate 4200 service desks, Flex 6-person 
stations, SM3-04 lounge tables, SM4-2 adjust-
able-height tables & Wave III carrels

Shelving:
- Trek DF A-Frame shelving

53
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54 56

58 60

63

64

67Seating:
- Penny 1-seaters, Pods modular 3-seaters
- Ongo active stools, Fast chairs & Kicca swivel 
chairs

Tables/Desks:
- SM4-2 adjustable-height tables
- Flex 6-person stations
- Kreations Rectangle & Round tables
- Navigate 4200 service desks

Shelving:
- Trek DF A-Frame shelving

Seating:
- Fast chairs
- Kicca swivel chairs
- Penny 1-seaters
- Pods modular 3-seaters

Tables:
- Flex 6-person stations
- Kreations Rectangle tables 

Shelving:
- Trek DF A-Frame shelving

Seating:
- Ongo active stools 
- Kicca swivel chairs

Tables:
- Kreations Trapezoidal & Rectangle tables
- Lagoon quad workstations

Mobile Storage:
- Team support cabinets

Seating:
- Snow chairs

Tables
- Kreations Round, Rectangle & Square tables

Seating:
- America 1-seaters, 3-seaters & corner soft seating
- Pods modular 1-seaters & 2-seaters with power 
- Kicca bar stools 

Tables:
- SM4-2 adjustable-height tables
- SM3-04 lounge tables with power

All modalities for Pages 62-67 >

Seating:
- Molecule modular seating with power and 
table tops
- Celoron display unit
- Durecon Wood DF flat shelving 

PRODUCT INDEX & NOTES
These educational spaces may cater to the following teaching and learning modes:
  Individual - reflection and study time or tests and exams

  One on One - tutorial, mentorship: teacher to student or student to student

  
  Small Group - 1 instructor to 4-12 students ratio; group projects and assignments

  Large Group - 1 instructor (plus 1 teacher's aid, if needed) to 13+ students ratio for team discussions 

Statements of Assurance
For nearly 50 years, Palmieri Furniture has been designing and manufacturing innovative furniture of exceptional quality for libraries, 
schools, corporations and other public spaces. Our unique, modern and dependable tables, services desks, collaborative workstations, 
displays, carrels, modular seating, mobile storage and shelving can be found in the finest educational facilities across North America. 
We pride ourselves in our dedication to use the latest technology to bring our valued customers the utmost quality products, on-time 
delivery, excellent customer service and complete customer satisfaction. We look forward to working with you in creating your perfect 
furniture experience!

ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS & CERTIFICATIONS

Palmieri is conscious of the impact that our products have on the environment. Our objective is to offer products that support 
responsible forest management and conservation. We are committed and proud to be among the select few that can offer 
environmentally-responsible alternatives to designers, architects and engineers with LEED certification. We strive and continue to meet 
the demands of our customers, while improving and sustaining our business operations  that are safe, socially and environmentally 
friendly. For more information about environmental policies and procedures, please visit our website: www.palmierifurniture.com or 
simply contact us at 1-800-413-4440 or e-mail info@palmierifurniture.com.  
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DESKS, CABINETS & CARRELS

         Linx Service Desks  Linx Service Desks  Linx Service Desks           Team Mobile
      Straight Configuration          L-Shape Configuration         U-Shape Configuration  Support Cabinet

Navigate Service Desk  Navigate Service Desk    Wave III Carrels       Wave II Double Face Carrels
   4201 Mobile Series      4700 Fixed Series

TABLES

Tables & Computer Workstations

      Flex Workstation                   SM1-1          SM1-3       SM3-04   SM4-2 
       Side Table       Side Table              Lounge Table            Adjustable-Height Table

     SM5 Media Center  SM5-2 Short Media Center          Solo Puzzle        Solo Puzzle
          Left Table   Right Table

1) Kreations Table Top Options:

   Kreations Quad-Link         Kreations Rectangle   Kreations Round      Kreations Square          Kreations Trapezoidal

                  Kreations Triangle  Kreations Trio-Link         Kreations Trio-Round             Kreations Trio-Squared

2) Kreations Edge Styles: *Edge not suitable for all Kreations Table Top shapes.

         Acrylic       Aluminum*       Dropped Bullnose*    Dropped Chamfered*   Dropped Square*           Square*

Flip or Fold Leg*       Balloon        Diameter       Diameter          Flat Pedestal     Square   Square    Trumpet
             2½"          2"    Stem 2"      Base*          2"    Stem 2"       Base*

3) Kreations Metal Leg Options: *Leg option not suitable for all Table Top Shapes, and/or Sizes.

Kreations Caster Options: Available on Metal 
Legs Only, with the exception of Balloon Leg 
and Metal Bases.

Black/    Silver/      Mirror Finish/    White/
 Black   Orange Grey           Grey

      Diameter             Safari               Square       Square        Square
       Tapered               23∕8"          23∕8"       Radius       Tapered 
           23∕8"              23∕8"           23∕8"

     Kreations Wood Leg Options:

KREATE YOUR OWN TABLE WITH KREATIONS! Simple as Steps 1,2 & 3!
1) Select a Table Top 2) Choose an Edge Style 3) Pick a Leg or Caster Option

* For more information about our complete table, workstation and desk line, 
please visit our website: www.palmierifurniture.com, call us at 1-800-413-4440 or e-mail info@palmierifurniture.com.

     Solo Corner Table  Lagoon Quad Workstation         Team Puzzle        Team Puzzle
           Left Table    Right Table
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         Ongo Stool  Ongo Stool           Ongo Kit Stool &                Penny 1-Seater                    Penny 2- Seater
      w/ White Base       w/ Black Base    with Column Extensions

       Pods 1-Seater            Pods 2-Seater            Pods 3-Seater
  w/ 1 electrical unit       w/ 2 electrical units      w/ 2 electrical units

        Pods SF Double Bench            Pods SF Triple Bench        Pods DF Single Bench    Pods DF Double Bench
           w/ 2 electrical units       w/ 2 electrical units            w/ 1 electrical unit       w/ 2 electrical units

        Pods SF Combination Bench      Pods Cube                 Pods SF Single Bench
  w/ 2 electrical units            (no electrical)       w/ 1 electrical units

       Pods Short Corner                  Pods Long Corner                      Sixty Chair               Snow Chair  
       w/ 1 electrical unit               w/ 2 electrical units         

SEATING
Chairs, Stools & Lounge Seating

America 1-Seater            America 2-Seater                 America 3-Seater                  America Corner          America Ottoman

     Balloon Chair  Boa Chair        Bloom Round            Bloom Moon                        Bloom 2-Seater

             Fast Chair     Kicca Chair                      Kicca Bar Stool             Kicca Swivel Chair

          Molecule Rectangle   Molecule Rectangle w/    Molecule Rectangle w/             Molecule Rectangle w/
                  1 Semi-Circle End        2 Semi-Circle Ends                        Round End &    
                               1Semi-Circle End

           Molecule Circle         Molecule Circle/          Molecule Circle w/                     
             w/ Table Top               Table Top & Power Sphere

* For more information about our complete seating line, 
please visit our website: www.palmierifurniture.com,call us at 1-800-413-4440 or e-mail info@palmierifurniture.com.
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SHELVING, BROWSERS, DISPLAYS & TERMINALS
Wood & Metal Shelving

Wood & Metal Displays, Browsers & Terminals

 Durecon Metal 60"H       Durecon Metal 42"H                Durecon Wood 72"H              Durecon Wood 42"H
      Slotted Single Face w/o Back            Double Face            Single Face        Single Face w/ Glass Doors

  Addison Display         Celoron Display       Tivoli Display         Info Kiosk

* For more information about our complete shelving, display, terminal and electrical line, 
please visit our website: www.palmierifurniture.com, call us at 1-800-413-4440 or e-mail info@palmierifurniture.com.

 Durecon Wood 36"H          Durecon Wood 60"H A-Frame           Trek 66"H      Uno
            Single Face Magazine                 Double Face w/ Slotwall           Double Face          Single Face

 Mobile Picture Book  Single Sided Picture         Single Sided Picture  Double Sided Picture
 Browser w/ Storage  Browser w/ Storage   Book & Media Display             Book & Media Display

 Single Picture   Double Picture                Picture Book  Kinder Box Display
     Book Box        Book Box            Box Base             

  Mobile Trapezoidal Picture  Adult AV Browser  Children's AV Browser
    Book Box

Electrical & Wire Management

 2" Plastic           Black Power      Translucent Power         Surface Mount   PW-100F Flip-Up        PW-200F Flip-Up
            Grommet       Sphere: 4 outlets   Sphere: 2 outlets/2 data      Power Station    2 outlets/2 data          Power Station

       Terminal 1                      Terminal 2         Terminal 5
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NOTES

Resources
HOW TO BUY

Palmieri has a nationwide dealer network with partners located across the United States and Canada that can assist you with 
product selection, purchase and installation. If you would like to locate a Palmieri authorized dealer or representative in your 
area, please contact our Customer Service team at 1-800-413-4440 or e-mail info@palmierifurniture.com. 
Limited Lifetime (25 years) warranty for all products except for Seating--which is 2 years. 
See full details of our warranty, terms and conditions on our website or simply contact us.



Palmieri Furniture Ltd.

1230 Reid Street   T: 905 731 9300
Richmond Hill   F: 905 731 9878
Ontario Canada L4B 1C4 TF: 800 413 4440

E: info@palmierifurniture.com
W: www.palmierifurniture.com

create. communicate. collaborate.

PALMIERI


